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Unfortunately April has not been the month that we 

wanted due to our 2nd covid outbreak. Everyone 

unfortunately has spent a lot of  time in their rooms to 

try and keep safe from catching it. We couldn’t celebrate 

easter properly which we are so upset about although 

everyone still enjoyed an easter egg or two!  



Happy Birthday

This month we said Happy Birthday to Ina. Due to 

covid it wasn’t the day it was meant to be but we hope 

we managed to give a good a day as possible!

Saying goodbye to our much loved residents

It is with a very heavy heart that we have had to say 

goodbye to 2 of  our much loved residents. Pam and Tony 

we hope you can now rest in peace. You will  be missed 

so much.



LORRAINE’S THOUGHTS FOR THE MONTH

We were so looking forward to Easter and had many 

plans and entertainment booked, sadly Covid 19 

outbreak put paid to this again, we have continued to 

remain positive and provide the emotional and social 

support that our resident's really need when they keep 

being isolated in their rooms and not being able to keep 

their relationships going.

We have every thing crossed that May is going to be 

our month and will have lots of  planned outdoor 

activities now the weather is getting warmer and our 

lovely gardens are springing into colour.

We are also getting excited and planning our garden 

party come street party for the Queens Jubilee with an 

entertainer to lift our spirits and have fun and laughter 

in the home again, as Beech certainly knows how to 

have fun and party.

Again I want to say a huge thankyou to my very 

supportive and dedicated team of  staff  who once again 

in our outbreak have shone and given up there time to 

ensure the residents care and well-being has not 

suffered, also for our very supportive and 

understanding families, we hope very soon we can start 

enjoying life again and our resident's get to see how 

nice it is to live in Beech House, Goodbye restrictions 

Hello life.


